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 Lesson Plan Revision  

Lesson: Sicknesses  

Level of students : Elementary School  

General:   

Time:    40 mins - 1 hour   

Objectives:   Students are able to give expression about sicknesses experience  

Structures:   

“What’s wrong with you? You look pale”  

“I’ve got stomachache”, “I’ve got fever”, “I’ve got a cut on my finger”, etc.   

Target Vocab:   Name of sicknesses: cold, sore throat, toothache, cough, headache, 

earache, a cut, sneeze, dizzy, stomachache, broken leg, fever Action verb: 

go, get, need, etc.  

   

You will need to download:   

Flashcards:   cold, sore throat, toothache, cough, headache, earache, a cut, sneeze, dizzy, 

stomachache, broken leg, fever  

Printables:   • Picture of dangerous and unhealthy habits  

• Cut and paste worksheet  

• Cut and paste picture  

• Sicknesses vocabulary  

• Wrap-up worksheet  

Song video  https://youtu.be/EzXXVBZWDII  

https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/word-games/health-and-illness 

 

  

You will also need:   

• Papers  

• Crayon  

https://youtu.be/EzXXVBZWDII
https://youtu.be/EzXXVBZWDII
https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/word-games/health-and-illness


• scissors   

• glue   

• board with markers / chalk   

• blue tak or tape to stick flashcards to your board   

• Computer or phone to play the song on  

  

Notes:   

This is a great energy lesson which students and teacher have a lot things to do in action such 

as touch the part of body to mark the sicknesses. It introduce students effect of unhealthy habits 

and the way to express the sicknesses feeling.  

  

Lesson Overview:   

Warm Up and Maintenance:   

1. The teacher greets the students and asks them to pray together 2. 

The teacher checks the students attendance list  

  

New Learning and Practice:   

1. Asking Students about their experience of sicknesses  

2. Introduce students unhealthy habits picture while tell them a simple story and match it 

with the effect what sicknesses could happen.  

3. Teacher touch a part of his/her body to show the feeling of sicknesses.  

4. Play “match game”  

5. Sing “Hospital song”  

6. Do cut and paste worksheet  

   

Wrap Up:   

1. The teacher set homework for students to try make their own 2-3 sentences about their 

sicknesses experiences. Based on the vocabulary list that they could use.  

2. The teacher give apreciation for today’s wonderful learning.  

  

Lesson Procedure:   



Warm Up and Maintenance:   

1. The teacher greets the students and asks them to pray together  

Teacher greets the students with a bright smile to get the mood of learning. which is useful 

to make sure that today’s lesson would be having so much fun. Greet the students with 

good morning/ good afternoon and having a little conversation about asking their condition 

or their feeling. After that, the teacher asks students to pray together as their habits before 

learning the lesson.  

2. The teacher checks the students attendance list teacher check students attendance list by 

using fun vocabulary list and small talk while calling their name one by one. “If I call your 

name? Please answer with your favourite animals or pets!”   

  

New Learning and Practice:   

1. Asking Students about their experience of sicknesses  

Before start the lesson teacher should make sure wether the students familiar or do not 

familiar with today’s lesson “sicknesses”.   

The teacher tells her experience related to the sicknesses which combining use of 

students first language and English language to make sure first, the students familiar 

about the vocabulary list. “Students have you ever experienced to get sick after drink a 

bowl of ice cream? A few days ago, I’ve got cough after eat ice cream.”   

It would make students rise their hands and tells their own experience by their first 

languages.    

2. Introduce students unhealthy habits picture while tell them a simple story and match it 

with the effect what sicknesses could happen.  

Before class the tacher should download and print off a picture which is related to the 

harmful action or unhealthy habits. So teacher could make a story based on that picture.   

The teacher ask to the students what they opinion through the picture. For example:  

Teacher: “This is the picture of Mark. What do you think Mark is doing?”  

Students A: “Mark is holding a knife”  

Students B: “Mark is cutting a carrot”  

Teacher: “Yes, Great answer. Mark is holding a knife to cut a carrot”, “What would 

happen if you hold a knife and your mom is not beside you.  

Students A: “The kitchen will be messed up”  



Students B: “I will accidently cut my finger”  

Teacher: “Absolutely, probably you can accidently cut your finger and will be caused 

bleed.”  

Some of the pictures are quite straight forward and your students shouldn't have any 

trouble guessing but others are not so obvious. Get lots of predictions before checking 

the answers.   

Slowly you show a flashcard of sicknesses and show them the realted of unhealthy 

habits with the sicknesses flashcard. While relating both pictures and flashcards, 

teacher paste those on the board so the students could try to analyze it by themselves.   

3. Teacher touch a part of his/her body to show the feeling of sicknesses.  

The teacher try to introduce the sicknesses vocabulary list and how to express it through 

touch the body which could feels the pain. For example:  

Teacher: “My stomach is hurt” (touch the stomach) “I’ve got stomachache”  

Teacher: “Please, repeat after me class!”  

Students: “I’ve got stomachache” (touch the stomach)  

It will help students understand that the sicknesses vocabulary and the expression is 

used to express the pain on that body that they touch.  

4. Play “match game”  

Teacher devided the class in to small groups and ask them to play “match game” this 

game are using dangerous and unhealthy habit pictures which have to match with the 

sicknesses flashcard. The goal is students could match it correctly and do as much as 

they can do untl the limitation time (around 2 minutes) to make sure that they are have 

understand the vocabulary.   

5. Sing “Hospital song”  

By now, teacher will introduce a song which useful for easiest and fun tools to 

memorize the vocabularies well. Teacher ask the students to do the actions and 

encourage them to sing along (see Gestures for the "Hospital Song” song below).  Use 

a poster of lyrics and show it through laptop or stamp it on the board so they could sing 

easily. Sing along together with students Then play the song once more for fun.  

 



Lyrics for the “Hospital Song” song  

(melody of twinkle twinkle little star)  

   

Welcome to my hospital 

Excuse me, Mr. Penguin Come 

in please!  

I have a runny nose  

I have a cough  

I’m sick  

What’s wrong with me   

Oh Oh Oh  

I’m sure you caught a cold  

You should have some soup  

And get some rest  

The next patient  

I have a stomachache  

I have a headache   

I’m sick   

What’s wrong with me?  

Oh Oh Oh   

You got a stomach bug  

You should take medicine  

And stay home  

The next patient!  

I have a stuffy nose  

I have a fever  

I’m sick  

What’s wrong with me   

Oh Oh Oh  

I’m sure it’s a flu   

You should take medicine  

And get some rest  

Thank you doctor!  

Gestures for the song “Hospital Song”  

   

Have everyone stand up for the song. We are going 

to do all of the actions as we sing, so it will be help 

to have the song poster or song lyrics on the board 

so everyone can see what actions to do:    

   

• during the song every line of lyrics their own 

gesture, everyone have to do the action. The 

students touch their own body where it probably 

feels the pain of the sicknesses. It will make 

students more understand where the place of 

sicknesses from.  The students have to pay 

attention to the teacher to know what gesture are 

used in the song.  

 
   

  



  

6. Do cut and paste worksheet  

Before class the teacher will need to print off a story which only 3-4 lines and give a 

blank space for guessing the vocabulary list. Teacher will need to print off a picture 

which related to the blank words as well. The teacher need to prepare scisors, glues, 

and crayon.  

Start by spread a paper story and several related picture to the small group. Teacher will 

give instructions how to do the jobs. The picture will give more than the blank space 

vocabulary list. Such as there are 4 blank space words, the teacher will give you 7 

picture. The students hopefully could match it correctly.   

After the demonstrating, devided the students into small groups. Or probably teacher 

could use group from “match game” then ask them to do the job. The students will cut 

the picture then glue it on to the blank space. As they are doing so encourage everybody 

to use the key structures. Ask the to do it as creative as they can and make the paper 

beautiful and colorful.  

When everybody has finished, ask one or two students from each group to come in front 

of the classroom and show what they have done. The students which come in front of 

the classroom will read the sentences (e.g “Mark eats so much candies and chocolate 

at the canteen, in the next day..”) then his/her teammates will reply with the pictures 

(He have got toothache).   

Finally, end this activity by asking wuestion and apreciate the students works.  

  

Wrap Up:   

1. The teacher set homework for students to try make their own 2-3 sentences about their 

sicknesses experiences. Based on the vocabulary list that they could use.  

The teacher gives a worksheet which is contain of homework and vocabulary list of 

today’s learning to the students. It will make students read it again at home. The teacher 

also asks the students to do their homework. The homework is they make their own 

snetnces which is consist of 3-4 sentences to express their sicknesses experience. (e.g  

I have ever got headache, I’ve got toothache after eat six chocolate bar, etc)  

2. The teacher give apreciation for today’s wonderful learning.  



The teacher talk about today’s fun learning and apreciate students work to memorize 

the expression and vocabulary. The teacher could say “All of students have done a great 

job today, you are a wonderful students ever” then give them applause.  

3. The teacher ask the students to pray together.  

  

  


